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Elapsed Time Report Feedback (Round 1)

Hover states, do we have them? (Comment 25)
Structure items per page like a sentence. (Comment 36)
Do more to highlight causes for concern like icons. (Comment 43)
All user to customize data to show minutes only. (Comment 48)
Does ExamSoft have settings to alter time limits for people who need 
accommodations? Should that be designated somewhere in this data? 
(Comment 35)
Move total results to the top of table. (Comment 34)
If users are going to be looking through this to triage if they need to escalate 
or not, it might be nice to let them mark things they need to escalate in some 
way. So they can go through an mark everything they need to investigate first 
and then manage those investigations later. (Comment 45)
Is there an obvious relationship between elapsed time and retries? Is there a 
datapoint / data viz way to present this relationship? (Comment 26)
Having "yes" and the number of restarts doesn't seem standard.  Maybe just 
have the number of restarts? (Comment 39) possibly use icons and symbols 
instead?
"Not Applicable" gives me the impression that users do not have the ability 
to restart. Is this the case or have they simply not restarted? I would say that 
a result of "No" or "0 Restarts" would be applicable. (Comment 49)
What if the Assessment Performance Reports are was smaller or maybe even 
above as a header, freeing up a lot of real state for the report itself. 
(Comment 46)
What about visualizing this data in a more graphic/visual way? (Comment 47)
It might be helpful to have a label that describes the actions available here. 
Maybe something like "Manage columns" (Comment 30)
Are there recommended default columns? Required columns that should be 
locked? (Comment 28)
This totally depends on more detailed understanding of the use case that I 
don't have, but if these are all the possible table columns we might have, 
could we just put them all on the table by default? Either by making the table 
scroll horizontally by default or add things like first name, last name, and 
portal id under the exam ids in each row. (Comment 42)
When all the options in the submenu are turned on, how does the horizontal 
scroll display? will the pagination get pushed off screen? (Comment 33)
I'm wondering if we need the extra effort of fading back this table during 
column selection? (Comment 38)





Elapsed Time Report Feedback (Round 2)

 #51) I feel like these 2 are another filter and should be included in the above 
section. i retract this statement. those two are result filters rather than data 
selectors.

#55) Can a user enter or make selections in any order? Or do they need to select 
some first before selecting or dealing with other filters?

#57) Do these options have to be there all the time? In the case/ scenario that the 
data is not shown till the user searches or hits 'view report' 

#58) I'm not a writer, but you might want to specify to Only show exams that were 
restarted (unless "restarts" is a pretty common term amongst these users).

#59) Does this icon appear for any number of restarts? Will there be some sort of 
hover or tooltip to explain this?

 #60) Make sure the label, placeholder text and menu are consistent (selector vs 
type) and consistency with using "choose" or "select"

#61) Can I filter down on this data utilizing a search feature? 



Elapsed Time Report Feedback (Round 3)

Maybe the added parameters could be within an accordion, rather than a second 
step in the wizard. Comment 63

Should there be a header here to say that these are the parameters?
Comment 66

Knowing what this is for...could this be accomplished by being able to "star" or 
favorite previous search results and having them in a separate view? Comment 76

Will there be tooltips for the icons, or perhaps a key above the table? Users need 
to understand the meaning of the icons. Comment 72

could this section be something that is an option above? Like select a report to 
view? Then it could be removed from the view below and give more space for the 
preview. Comment 73

should the report being 'previewed' be highlighted to show which report is being 
previewed? Comment 70
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